
NuSTREEM produces modular, standard, digital,
continuously optimizing, and easily maintainable
hydropower equipment. NuSTREEM’s product is
based on technological evolutions that make a
significant difference in the performance of a long-
accepted hydropower turbine paradigm.
The performance changes we have developed
eliminate the need for a dam, offer a decentralized
generation capability, the ability to harvest energy
from existing hydropower intensive systems, and
provide a low environmental impact, all with a low
setup and procurement cost.
Our team believes in our product, not only in its
ability to make an economic difference to our
customers but also in its ability to be at least a
partial answer to the responsible power-generation
needs of our community and our world.

Provided by  nature ,  
protected  by  technology

Introducing the NuTECH™
Controller Pilot Program -
Increased efficiency for
your hydro site.

Contact Us

114 Mansf ie ld  Ho l low Road

Mansf ie ld ,  CT  06250 USA

(860)  724-2868

info@nust reem.com

www.nust reem.com

Who We Are

@NuSTREEM

Scan  here  to  learn  more



NuTURBINE™
NuTECH™ Controller
NuCONTAINER™

NUSTREEM
PRODUCTS

The NuTECH™ Controller ensures optimal hydro
power system output continuously regardless
of any potential variable and is the brains
behind our reliable and efficient NuSTREEM
dual-regulated Kaplan turbine.

The patented NuTECH™ Controller provides the
intelligence to tap the unused potential of any
Kaplan turbine by maximizing efficiency
regardless of the hydraulic or machine
conditions.

NuTECH™
Controller

Our efficiency-enhancing control algorithm
optimizes your turbines performance
with any change in conditions, including flow
variability, water levels, wear on turbines,
blockages, and more. 
Our patented algorithm has seen up to a 20%
increase in efficiency.
Read our case study at www.nustreem.com.

CASE STUDY

For a limited time, receive a free controller and
installation with participation in a data sharing
agreement.
No investment. No surprises. Free efficiency gains. 

PILOT PROGRAM

NuSTREEM has a proven
design to meet the demands
for modular and intelligent

turbines

I r r igat ion  Leader  Magaz ine


